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Abstract
The diamagnetic flow due to the radial pressure and temperature gradients and the E × B flow due to the radial electric field
induce different turbulent momentum fluxes in a tokamak. As a result, when the diamagnetic and E × B flows cancel giving
zero net toroidal rotation, there will still be finite momentum transport. This may be particularly important near the plasma–wall
boundary where a strong pressure drop is established and the two types of flows are similar in size and opposite in direction.
The different momentum fluxes in this region can give significant intrinsic rotation peaking in the core with scaling and values
similar to those observed in high confinement mode plasmas.
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1. Introduction

The toroidally magnetized plasmas found in magnetic
confinement fusion experiments are observed to rotate in the
absence of external momentum sources with flow speeds well
below the ion thermal speed (Mach number ∼0.1–0.2) [1].
This “intrinsically" generated rotation may be beneficial in
improving macroscopic plasma stability [2, 3] and suppressing
microscopic plasma turbulence [4–6].

The intrinsic rotation level is determined by the toroidal
momentum redistribution due to microturbulence, which is not
yet fully understood. In previous work on turbulent momentum
redistribution [7–9], there is no distinction between the two
different contributions to the rotation (�ζ = �ζ,d + �ζ,E), the
diamagnetic flow (�ζ,d ), and the E × B plasma flow (�ζ,E).
Earlier work [10, 11] studied the effect of the diamagnetic flow
and E × B flow on linear instabilities, but the momentum
redistribution was not investigated. In this letter, a novel
mechanism that transports the toroidal momentum of the
diamagnetic flow driven by the radial pressure and temperature
gradients is presented, and compared with the transport of the
E × B flow driven by the radial electric field.

The dependence of momentum redistribution on rotation
type reveals a new mechanism of turbulent momentum
redistribution in cases without net flow; i.e., when the two
different types of rotation are equal in size and opposite in
sign. This new mechanism may partially explain a robust
experimental observation: the rotation peaking in the core

when the plasma transitions from low confinement mode
(L-mode) to high confinement mode (H-mode). In the L–H
transition, a strong pressure pedestal is established in the edge
of tokamaks [12], with both a large pressure gradient and a
strong radial electric field contributing to the toroidal rotation
in opposite directions. The increase in net core rotation is
strongly correlated with the inverse of the plasma current and
the increase in stored energy [1].

Although there are other mechanisms that may contribute
similarly to the intrinsic rotation (e.g. slow radial [13, 14]
and poloidal [15] variation of turbulence and up–down
asymmetries of the magnetic equilibrium [16]), we will show
that the mechanism considered in this letter gives the correct
sign and scaling and a size similar to the rotation observed in
H-mode plasmas.

2. Radial momentum flux

In a tokamak, the radial transport of ion toroidal angular
momentum determines the momentum redistribution across
magnetic flux surfaces. The flux surfaces are tangent to
the static magnetic field. If there is no external momentum
source, the radial flux of ion toroidal angular momentum,
�, determines the evolution of the toroidal rotation. For
example, the flux in the non-rotating state, �int ≡ �(�ζ = 0),
determines the sign of the intrinsic rotation. Positive flux
(�int > 0) expels positive (co-current) toroidal momentum,
leaving counter-current intrinsic rotation, while negative flux
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(�int < 0) brings positive momentum into the tokamak, giving
co-current intrinsic rotation.

The radial momentum flux in a tokamak is dominantly
caused by the E × B radial drift due to the short
wavelength turbulent potential carrying fluctuating toroidal
angular momentum,

� �
〈〈
(nimiRV tb

ζ )(vtb
E×B · r̂)

〉
s

〉
T

(1)

=
〈〈−mic

B
R

∫
d3vf tb(v · ζ̂)(∇φtb · ŷ)

〉
s

〉
T

, (2)

where ni and mi are the ion density and mass, R is the major
radius, c is the speed of light, ζ̂ and r̂ are the toroidal and
radial unit vectors, respectively, B and b̂ are the magnitude and
the unit vector of the magnetic field, respectively, ŷ = b̂ × r̂,
〈...〉s is the flux surface average, and 〈...〉T is a time average
over several turbulence characteristic times. Here, vtb

E×B is the
E × B drift due to the fluctuating electrostatic potential and
V tb

ζ is the fluctuating ion toroidal velocity. The fluctuating
distribution function f tb and the fluctuating piece of the
potential φtb due to microturbulence can be obtained from
gyrokinetics, which we describe shortly.

As will be shown in equation (5), the gyrokinetic equations
for f tb and φtb are affected by the local flow �ζ and its radial
shear ∂�ζ /∂r . The contribution of the flow and flow shear to
the momentum transport �(�ζ , ∂�ζ /∂r, ...) can be linearized
for sufficiently small �ζ and ∂�ζ /∂r , giving

� � �int − Pζnimi〈R2〉s�ζ − χζnimi〈R2〉s ∂�ζ

∂r
, (3)

where �int is the intrinsic toroidal angular momentum flux in
the absence of flow and flow shear (�ζ = 0 and ∂�ζ /∂r = 0),
Pζ is the pinch coefficient, χζ is the toroidal momentum
diffusivity, and r is the radial coordinate. The momentum
pinch is inward momentum flux that is proportional to the
flow [7, 8]. It is not just convective transport due to the radial
particle pinch carrying momentum, but also momentum flux
caused by the presence of non-zero rotation even in the absence
of the particle pinch.

In steady state without external momentum sources, the
radial momentum flux has to be zero at every flux surface
(� = 0). The balance between the different pieces of � in
equation (3) gives the radial profile of toroidal flow,

�ζ (r) = �ζ (a) exp
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χζ
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, (4)

where the toroidal flow at the last closed flux surface r = a is
given as a boundary condition. As explained above, the sign
of the intrinsic rotation given in equation (4) is connected to
the sign of �int.

3. Gyrokinetics

To obtain �int, Pζ and χζ , we use gyrokinetics which
provides a good description of microturbulence in a tokamak.
Gyrokinetics assumes that the gyromotion is much faster than
the turbulent fluctuations (ω � �i), and the turbulence
characteristic length scales in the directions parallel and

perpendicular to the static magnetic field are of the order of
the ion Larmor radius and the size of the device, respectively
(ρi/l⊥ ∼ 1 and l⊥/l‖ ∼ ρi/a ≡ ρ	 � 1), where ω is the
frequency of turbulence, �i is the ion Larmor frequency, ρi is
the ion Larmor radius, a is the minor radius, and l‖ and l⊥ are the
parallel and perpendicular turbulence length scale, respectively
[17, 18]. The gyrokinetic equations are obtained by expanding
the Fokker–Plank equation and Maxwell’s equations in the
small parameter ρ	 = ρi/a � 1.

The dependence of the distribution function on the angle
of Larmor gyration is eliminated by averaging over the fast
Larmor gyration. As a result, the velocity space is described
by two variables: the kinetic energy E = v2/2 and magnetic

moment µ = v2
⊥/2B, where v⊥ =

√
v2 − v2

‖ and v‖ are the

velocity perpendicular and parallel to the static magnetic field,
respectively. After averaging over the gyromotion, the particle
motion can be described by following the center of the Larmor
gyration.

We assume that the ion distribution function fi =
f0 + f1 + f tb can be divided into three pieces: f0 =
ni/(π

3/2v3
ti) exp(−|v|2/v2

ti) is the lowest order non-fluctuating
piece that is a Maxwellian distribution function, f1 =
(mv‖�ζR/Ti)(Bζ /B)f0 + h1 = O((B/Bθ)ρ	f0) is the next
order non-fluctuating piece that can be obtained from drift
kinetic equations [19, 20], and f tb is the fluctuating short
wavelength piece whose size is assumed to be O(ρ	f0) or
O((B/Bθ)ρ	f0) depending on the turbulence characteristics

[21, 22]. The function h1 satisfies
〈∫

d3vRv · ζ̂h1

〉
s

= 0,

and contains the corrections to the distribution function that
do not correspond to the toroidal rotation [19, 20]. Here,
vti = √

2Ti/mi is the ion thermal velocity for the temperature
Ti, and Bθ and Bζ are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field,
respectively. The electrostatic potential can also be divided
into two pieces φ = φ0+φtb, where φ0(r) is the non-fluctuating
long wavelength electrostatic potential.

The ion gyrokinetic equation in the lab frame that we
consider in this letter is

∂f tb

∂t
+

(
v‖b̂ + vM − c

B
∇〈φtb〉 × b̂

)
· ∇f tb − 〈C(fi)〉

− c

B
∇〈φtb〉 × b̂ · ∇f0 − Ze

mi
[v‖b̂ + vM ] · ∇〈φtb〉∂f0

∂E

= c

B
∇〈φtb〉 × b̂ · ∇f1 +

Ze

mi
[v‖b̂ + vM ] · ∇〈φtb〉∂f1

∂E

+
c

B
∇φ0 × b̂ · ∇f tb +

Ze

mi
vM · ∇φ0

∂f tb

∂E
, (5)

where vM = (µ/�i)b̂ × ∇B + (v2
‖/�i)b̂ × (b̂ · ∇b̂) is the ∇B

and the curvature drift, 〈...〉 is the average over the gyromotion,
and C is the ion collision operator. The left hand side of
equation (5) is the lowest order gyrokinetic equation in the
absence of flow, and the right hand side contains the corrections
by the ion toroidal flow due to pressure and temperature
gradients and radial electric field (�ζ = �ζ,d + �ζ,E). Here,

�ζ,d = − c

ZeniRBθ

∂pi

∂r
+ k

cRB2
ζ

Ze〈R2〉s〈B2〉sBθ

∂Ti

∂r
, (6)

�ζ,E = − c

RBθ

∂φ0

∂r
, (7)
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where Ze is the ion charge, pi(r) is the ion pressure. The
function k(r) in equation (6) depends on the shape of the
flux surface and collisionality [19, 20], and it determines the
neoclassical poloidal flow. To simplify the analysis, we will
neglect the term proportional to ∂Ti/∂r in equation (6) in the
numerical simulations.

The gyrokinetic equations can be derived for every species
and they are coupled by the quasineutrality condition. With f tb

and φtb obtained from equation (5) coupled to quasineutrality
and the drift kinetic equation for f1, we can now calculate the
turbulent momentum flux given by equation (2).

Note that equation (5) includes the diamagnetic
flow corrections to the gyrokinetic equation of order
(B/Bθ)ρ

2
	 f0(vti/qR) (we assume B/Bθ � 1) [23, 24] but

terms arising from other effects of comparable size are
neglected. Here, q is the safety factor. This simplification
allows us to focus on the diamagnetic effects that are the
subject of this letter. For a full description of the higher order
corrections, see [22].

These higher order corrections are needed for �int because
the left-hand side of equation (5) satisfies a symmetry that gives
�int = 0 in an up–down symmetric tokamak [25, 26]. The
corrections on the right hand side break this symmetry of the
turbulence and result in finite momentum transport. However,
the symmetry breaking mechanisms are different depending on
the rotation type. Note that the last two terms of equation (5)
are due to the drift and the acceleration of a single particle,
respectively, that are not affected by the pressure gradient but
are affected by the radial electric field −∇φ0. Conversely, the
background distribution function f1 is modified by both the
pressure gradient and the radial electric field.

We find that the acceleration term (Ze/mi)vM ·
∇φ0(∂f

tb/∂E) results in different momentum pinches for the
two types of rotation, �ζ,d , and �ζ,E . This distinction was not
found in previous work [7, 9] on the momentum pinch due to
the Coriolis force, which is only applicable to the E×B flow1.

Due to the different effects of the different types of
rotation on the gyrokinetic equation, it is useful to linearize
�(�ζ,d, �ζ,E, ∂�ζ,d/∂r, ∂�ζ,E/∂r, ...) using different pinch
and diffusion coefficients for the different rotation types, giving

� � �′
int − Pζ,dnimi〈R2〉s�ζ,d − Pζ,Enimi〈R2〉s�ζ,E

−χζ,dnimi〈R2〉s ∂�ζ,d

∂r
− χζ,Enimi〈R2〉s ∂�ζ,E

∂r
, (8)

where �′
int is the intrinsic toroidal angular momentum flux

in the absence of both diamagnetic and E × B flow, giving
�ζ,d = �ζ,E = ∂�ζ,d/∂r = ∂�ζ,E/∂r = 0. For simplicity,
we henceforth neglect the difference between the momentum
diffusivities for the different types of rotation, which turns out
to be small in our simulations (i.e. |χζ,d − χζ,E| � χζ,d �
χζ,E ≡ χζ ). The difference between the momentum pinches
(i.e., Pζ,d = Pζ,E) results in an intrinsic momentum flux for
cases with zero rotation in which the two types of flow cancel
(�ζ = �ζ,d + �ζ,E = 0). By substituting �ζ,E = −�ζ,d

1 In the frame rotating only with an E × B flow (�ζ,E = 0 and �ζ,d = 0),
the gyrokinetic equation is modified only by the Coriolis terms [7, 9], without
any energy derivative of the turbulent distribution function. Conversely, in
the frame rotating with a diamagnetic flow (�ζ,E = 0 and �ζ,d = 0), the
equation has both Coriolis terms and an energy derivative term [30].

in equation (8), the intrinsic momentum flux in equation (3)
simplifies to

�int � �′
int − (

Pζ,d − Pζ,E

)
nimi〈R2〉s�ζ,d . (9)

Thus, the existence of two different pinches is a source of
intrinsic rotation generation.

4. Numerical results

We use the gyrokinetic code GS2 [27] to evaluate the diffusion
and pinch coefficients for the different types of rotation. For
simplicity, we neglect the contribution of the temperature
gradient to the diamagnetic flow by not considering the second
term on the right hand side of equation (6) and the contribution
h1 to f1 in equation (5). These corrections have been
considered in a different context [28].

The plasma parameters for the simulations that model
the conditions around the plasma edge are R0/LT = 9.0,
R0/Ln = 9.0, q = 2.5, r/a = 0.8, R0/a = 3.0, and ŝ = 0.8,
where LT = −Ti/(dTi/dr) and Ln = −ni/(dni/dr) are
characteristic lengths of temperature and density, respectively,
R0 � 〈R〉s , and ŝ is the magnetic shear.

We found in simulations with velocity shear that the
difference in the momentum diffusion for the E × B

flow and the diamagnetic flow is relatively small for the
preceding parameters, giving similar Prandtl numbers2. The
Prandtl number is defined as the ratio of the momentum
diffusivity to the ion heat flux diffusivity, Pr ≡ χζ /χi =
−(χζ /Qi)(ni∂Ti/∂r) � 0.51. In contrast, we found a notable
difference between the momentum pinches for the two types of
flows, as shown in figure 1. The linearity of the blue and green
curves confirms that the momentum pinches are proportional
to the size of the flow, with the slope of the lines being the
pinch coefficient.

The momentum pinch brings momentum towards the
core and results in peaking of the toroidal rotation. We use
Pζ /χζ to quantify the strength of the pinch (this quantity is
known as the rotation peaking factor). Figure 1 shows that
Pζ,d/χζ � 3.5/R0 for �ζ,d , and Pζ,E/χζ � 2.9/R0 for �ζ,E .
The difference is about 22% of the pinch.

The red graph of figure 1 shows that the intrinsic
momentum flux �int for the case in which �ζ,d + �ζ,E = 0
is negative. This is because the diamagnetic flow is positive
due to the pressure drop with radius (�ζ,d = −�ζ,E > 0), and
Pζ,d > Pζ,E . The inward intrinsic momentum flux (�int < 0)
results in rotation peaking. For flows with �ζR0/vti � 0.1, the
linearization in equations (8) and (9) begins to break down and
the intrinsic momentum flux is more than 50% larger than the
difference between the momentum pinches for the two types of
flow; i.e., (|�int|/χζ )(1/nimi〈R2〉s�ζ,d) > (Pζ,d − Pζ,E)/χζ .
Note that the slope of the red graph is larger than the difference
of the slopes of the green graph and the blue graph in figure 1.

2 The difference between the two momentum diffusivities depends on the
plasma characteristics [31]. For the case considered in this letter, the difference
in diffusivities is smaller than 1%.
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Figure 1. Time averaged ratio of ion toroidal angular momentum
pinches (� = −Pζ nimi〈R2〉s�ζ ) to ion heat flux
(Qi = −(χζ /P r)(ni∂Ti/∂r)) as a function of size for the E × B
flow (blue-star) and the diamagnetic flow (green-circle). The
intrinsic momentum flux (� = �int) for the case in which the two
types of flows cancel is shown by the red-diamond graph. The error
bars show the standard deviation of the fluxes from the time average
values due to the typical turbulent fluctuations.

5. Analysis of rotation peaking

The peaking of rotation due to an inward intrinsic momentum
flux in the pedestal can be estimated using

�Vζ (r = a − �rp) ∼ �rp

∣∣∣∣∂�ζ

∂r

∣∣∣∣ R0 � �rp
|�int|

χζnimiR0
,

(10)

where �rp is the pedestal width. Here, the balance between
the intrinsic flux �int and the momentum diffusion in
equation (3) is used in equation (10). Assuming that the
pressure drop at the pedestal is proportional to the stored
energy �W ∼ 2π2a2R0�pi and using Bθ ∼ 2Ip/ca and
∂pi/∂r ∼ �pi/�rp, the diamagnetic flow in the pedestal is

�ζ,dR0 ∼ c2

4π2eneaR0�rp

�W

Ip
, (11)

where a low aspect ratio circular tokamak is assumed
to estimate the plasma volume 2π2a2R0 and the plasma
current Ip.

If the inward Coriolis momentum pinch [7, 9] toward the
core is considered, the change of the intrinsic rotation in the
core is much larger than the corresponding change in the
intrinsic rotation at the pedestal because of the exponential
factor in equation (4),

�Vζ (r = 0) ∼ exp

(∫ a

0
dr

Pζ (r)

χζ (r)

)
× �Vζ (r = a − �rp).

(12)

Using equations (10)–(12), the scaling of the rotation peaking
in the core is �Vζ (r = 0) ∼ CV �W/Ip. Using
(�int/χζ )(1/nimi〈R2〉s�ζ,d) � −1.2/R0 from the red curve
in figure 1 and some typical parameters from Alcator C-Mod
experiments3 gives CV � 6.3 × 105(m s−1)(A/J ).

6. Discussion

The intrinsic momentum flux due to non-cancelling
contributions from the diamagnetic and E × B flows found
in this letter may be one of the causes of rotation peaking

3 ni = 1020 m−3, a = 0.22 m, and R0 = 0.67 m. We obtain
exp

(∫ a

0 drPζ /χζ

) � 3 using the numerical result Pζ /χζ � 3/R0.

in H-mode plasmas. The plasma builds a strong radial
pressure drop in the edge that results in a strong diamagnetic
flow. Since ions are not rotating toroidally in the pedestal, a
negative radial electric field balances the radial pressure drop
(�ζ,E ∼ −�ζ,d < 0). Intrinsic momentum transport occurs
due to the acceleration of the particles in the radial electric
field that breaks the symmetry of the turbulence. This intrinsic
momentum flux can be understood as the difference between
the momentum pinches for the diamagnetic and E × B flows.

The change of the measured rotation in the core at
the transition from L-mode to H-mode shows the scaling
�Vζ � CV �W/Ip in many tokamaks [1]. The constant for the
Alcator C-Mod experiments is CV � 7 × 105(m s−1)(A/J )

based on figure 1 in [1], which is in agreement with the
constant estimated in this letter, CV � 6.3×105(m s−1)(A/J ).
Thus, the intrinsic momentum transport mechanism found in
this letter results in rotation that is comparable to observed
rotation peaking in H-mode, and it has the same scaling
�Vζ ∝ �W/Ip.

We again remark that the analysis of the momentum
transport in this letter neglects other symmetry breaking
mechanisms which formally have a similar size to the
symmetry breaking due to the diamagnetic flow [22].
However, as demonstrated by our estimates in this letter and the
dependence on collisionality shown in [28], the diamagnetic
flow effect that we have presented may be important to explain
certain experimental observations in [1] and [29].
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